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Abstract 

Thermionic dispenser catbodes have a high emission-current density, due to tbe low work function. Because 

of tbeir emission properties, tbermionic catbodes are used in devices such as television- and micro-waves 

tubes. This low work function is obtained by a near monolayer of a Ba-0 complex at tbe catbode surface. 
Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) is used to study tbe outermost atomie layer. Witb this technique low 

energy i ons are incident on tbe surface under investigation. An additional advantage of tbe LEIS technique is 
tbe possibility to simulate a real tube environment. 

Because of the small catbode dimensions, tbe sample positioning in tbe ion beam have to be well controlled. 

A computer program bas been realized to control tbe sample positioning in horizontal plane. 

The LEIS signal is energy dependent This dependency bas to be canceled out when LEIS spectra differently 

in energy range are compared. A metbod is found to obtain the energy detection efficiency, independent of 

detector settings. 

As in real environment tbe complex surface layer can be damaged due to ion bombardment (ffi). In the 

experimental setup, it is possible to monitor tbe composition of tbe complex surface layer during m. The 

LEIS signa! is influenced by changes in work function due to damaging. A model is used to determine tbe 
surface composition as a function of ion beam current. The model is in agreement witb tbe expectations of a 
decreasing Ba-0 covering and a proportionally increasing substrate covering, witb increasing ion flux. Also 

experiments have been done conceming tbe shielding of the catbode substrate by tbe Ba-0 complex. The 
purpose of these experiments was to find a proper metbod for measuring the shielding properties. 
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1. Introduetion 

Thermionic dispenser catbodes have a high emission-current density and are therefore used in devices such as 

television- and micro-waves tubes. To obtain a high emission current, a low work function is essential. 

The low work function is obtained by a near monolayer of a Ba-0 complex at the catbode surface. To gain a 
suftkient emission current, the catbode operates at elevated temperatures (1030 °C). The most important loss 
channels for the complex top layer are thermal desorption (evaporating rate), and ion bombardment 
(sputtering) [1]. Damage due to ion bombardment (ffi) may occur in practical tube conditions where residual 

gases like argon are ionized by the electron beam and accelerated to the catbode surface due to tube screen 
voltage. In the simplest case these thermionic emitters consist of a tungsten matrix impregnated with a Ba0-

Ca0-Alp3 mixture. At elevated temperatures free barium is formed -caused by a chemical reaction of the 
mixture- and continuously supplied to the catbode surface for replenishment of Ba-losses. 

Hence the name thermionic dispenser cathode. A matrix of tungsten is used for the catbode base because of 

its high melting temperature and consequently low evaporation rate [2]. 

Although these catbodes operate well, they still need to be improved and hence investigated. Their emission 
current is provided at high operating temperatures. The purpose of a improved catbode would be an even 
lower work function which provides the same emission current at lower operating temperatures. A low 

operating temperature is preferred when the catbode is situated in, or near by a mechanica! construction. For 
the focusing mechanism in a television tube it would be desirabie the catbode bas a low operating 

temperature. 

The technique used to study the outermost atomie layer is Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS). With this 

technique low energy noble gas i ons are incident on the surface under investigation. Because of the high 
neutralization probability of these i ons, LEIS is sensitive for the outermost atomie layer. 

From former LEIS studies on cathodes, it is known that the LEIS signal is influenced by a low work function 
surface [3,4]. A decreasing catbode work function also causes a decreasing LEIS signal due to an increased 

neutralization probability. 

In this thesis the dynamic behavior of the complex surface layer will be investigated. The surface composition 
can be monitored in simulated tube conditions. The surface composition will be studied as a function of ion 
flux using the standard LEIS quantification method. The difficulty of this investigation will be the influenced 

monitored LEIS signal. 
A metbod will be searched to measure the shielding behavior of the catbode substrate by the dynamic Ba-0 

complex under simulated circumstances. 
Besides investigations of the dynamic behavior of the catbode surface, the energy dependency of the detector 
will be investigated as also an improvement about the catbode positioning will be realized. The LEIS signal is 
energy dependent This dependency bas to be canceled out when LEIS spectra differently in energy range are 
compared. A computer program will be written for a accurate control of the sample positioning in horizontal 

plane. 
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Chapter 2, adjacent to this one, provides a basic tbeory about thermionic emission and some properties of the 
catbodes under investigation are outlined. 

Chapter 3, describes tbe surface analysis technique LEIS, as also a quantification metbod when applied on 
low work function surfaces. 

Chapter 4, reviews tbe experimental setup and its several surface analysis techniques. 

Chapter 5, discusses the written computer program for tbe accurate sample positioning. 
Chapter 6, treats the energy dependency of tbe detector as also a metbod to correct for this. 

Chapter 7, shows a model of quantitative surface composition as a function of ion beam current. 

Chapter 8, reveals a metbod to measure tbe shielding behavior of tbe dynarnic Ba-0 complex under practical 
tube conditions. 

Chapter 9, contains tbe conclusions and suggestions. 
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2. Thermionic Barium Dispenser Catbodes 

2.1 Introduetion 

Thermionic dispenser catbodes are high electron emitters and therefore used in devices such as catbode ray 

tubes in television or micro-waves. In this chapter the basic principles of thermionic emission will be shown, 
as well as the operating mechanism of the used Ba- dispenser cathodes. 

2.2 Thennionic emission 

In a metal the potential wells corresponding to individual atoms overlap considerably. Consequently outer 

electroos originally betonging to one atom cao move freely from well to well, and become effectively non 

localized within the metal [5]. At zero temperature the electroos are trapped by the metallic ions inside the 
metal and are prevenled from escaping into the vacuum [6]. 

The simplest case is a clean metal whose potential diagram is shown in tigure 2.1. The electron energies in a 

metal have the fermi Dirac distribution, in which at absolute zero temperature no electroos have energies 
above the Fermi level [2]. 
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Figure 2.1: Potential diagram of a clean metal. 
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The height above tbe Fermi level of tbe potential harrier at the surface is called tbe work function <1> (usually 

given in electron volts [ e V]). The work function <I> of a metal, can be seen as a resemblance of the ionization 

potential of an atom; tbe minimum energy required to extract an electron at 0 K, from tbe metal into infinity. 

The definition of tbe true work function is discussed elsewhere [4]. When tbe metal is heated, tbe Fermi 

energy dis tribution is modified ( tigure 2.1 ). At elevated temperatures tbere will be some ernission of electroos 

from tbe metal surface simply because there is some occupancy of higher energy states in tbe metal above the 

vacuum level, corresponding to the high energy tail of tbe Fermi distri bution [7]. 

The probability that an electron is ernitted from a metal depends on work function <1>. and temperature. 

According to tbe Richardson-Dushmen equation, tbe electron ernission is proportional to T2 exp ( -<1>/kT) [7]. 

A high emission current density can altbough be obtained by a low work function and a high temperature. The 

used tbermionic dispenser catbodes also obtain tbeir ernission properties due to a low work function surface 
and a high operating temperature. 

2.3 B-type catbode 

The B-type catbode consists of a tungsten pellet witb a 25% porosity, impregnated with a 4:1:1 mole ratio 

BaO-eaO-Al20 3 mixture. The low work function of tbe catbode is obtained by a near monolayer of a Ba-0 

complex at tbe surface. How this layer exactly serves a low work function is not fully understood [8]. To gain 

a sufficient emission current, tbe catbode operates at a high temperature (1 030 °C). During activation and at 

operating temperature tbe impregnate reacts witb tbe tungsten to produce free barium. The free barium 
diffuses through tbe pores of tbe tungsten matrix towards tbe surface for replenishment of Ba-losses. In 
practical tube conditions tbe Ba-0 complex layer can be damaged by tbermal desorption as also by m of 

ionized residual gases. When tbe catbode is operational, a dynarnic equilibrium is established between tbe Ba

containing species removed from the surface (by evaporating or sputtering), and tbe Ba-containing species 

diffusing towards tbe surface from tbe bulk. 

A catbode operating for the first time, has to be activated. An activation procedure is neerled to form tbe 

complex monolayer at tbe surface. The used activating procedure for this B-type catbode is tbe following: 30 

rninutes operatingat approximately 1250 oe, and 30 rninutes operatingat 1030 oe (usual operating 

temperature ). 
The B-type used for tbe surface composition experiments (chapter 7) were Philips B- types witb a work 

function of 2 e V, and an ernission current density of about 1 A/cm2
• 

Fig 2.2 shows a schematic cross section of the catbode bolder. 

The impregnated W-Pellet is situated in a molybdenum cup, mounted in a bolder. The operating temperature 

is obtained by a heater (tungsten wire), directly positioned below tbe porous catbode pellet 

The B-type used for surface composition experiments - chapter 7 - were Philips B- type cathodes. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic cross section ofthe cathode ho/der. 

2.4 M-type catbode 

cathode 
holder 

The M-type cathode in its simplest farm is actually a conventional tungsten matrix (Type B) that has been 

coated with a noble metal. For M-type cathodes metals like Os-Ru, Ir or Re with a thickness of 

approximately 5000 A are used for the top coating. The metal coating deposited on the tungsten matrix gives 

rise to an even further work function la wering of about 0.1 eV. Camparing to a conventional B-type, the 

metal coated M-type provides higher current densities at the same temperature, or provides the same emission 

density at a lower operating temperature. In practice it is found that the coated cathode tend to have a more 

uniform emission [9]. 
The operating mechanism as wellas the activating procedure of the M-type cathode is similar to the B-type. 

The M-type cathodes used for the shielding experiments (chapter 8), had a Os80%/Ru20% coating, with a 

thickness of about 20 nm. The emission current density of these cathodes are approximately 10 A/cm2. 
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3. LEIS 

3.1 Introduetion 

As discussed earlier, the Ba-0 complex monolayer at the surface, serves to lower the work function. The 

technique that only probes the outermost atomie surface layer is Low Energy Ion Scattering - LEIS. From 
former studies it is known that the LEIS signal is influenced by a low work function surface, what 
complicates a quantitative analysis [4]. With decreasing work function also the LEIS signal decreases. 

In this chapter a metbod is shown to quantify LEIS when applied on low work function surfaces like 

cathodes. Before the 'quantifying' metbod is treated (paragraph 3.4) there will be shownon what parameters 

the LEIS signal is dependent on. But first some basic principles are discussed. 

3.2 Basic principles 

With the LEIS technique mono energetic noble gas ions are incident on the surface under investigation. 
Incident energies from 1 to 5 ke V are used. Backscattered noble gas i ons are energy analyzed. Because of the 

high neutralization probability of the incident noble gas i ons, the LEIS technique only probes the outermost 
atomie layer. Due to the low incident energies as well as the high electron affinity of the noble gas ions, the 

chance of remaining an ion after collision is very small. A low projectile energy increases the chance of 
neutralization because of a large interaction time during collision. Ions undergoing multiple collisions have an 
even larger interaction time and will surely be neutralized. A detected primary ion experienced only a single 

collision with a surface atom. 

3.2.1 Kinematics 

The energy and momenturn conservation conditions entirely determine the kinematica! relationship for an 
elastic collision between two particles. A binary elastic collis ion (BEC) model, tigure 3.1, can be applied to 

interpret the transfer of energy and momentum. In the BEC model, the solid is assumed to be composed of 

individual target atoms which are considered to be free and at rest. This means that the binding energy and 
vibrational motion are neglected. 
Momenturn and total kinetic energy are conserved during the collision. Solving these conservation equations 

produces a direct relationship between the initia! energy (E) of the primary i ons and their kinetic energy after 
scattering (Ef). Equation 3.1 shows this relationship. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a binary elastic collis ion 

E = 
f 

with: 

a. e • ( ~ )'- g, 'e 

m2 
1 + 

Ef = Energy scattered ion [eV] 

Ei = Energy incoming ion [ e V] 
m1 = projectile ion mass [amu] 

m2 =target atom mass [amu] 

e = scattering angle [ deg] 

2 

* E. I (3.1) 

In the experimental setup the scattering angle 6 is fixed at 136 °. Detection of scattered ionsis only possible 

if assumed m1 < m2• In a LEIS experiment the primary energy Ei and the primary ion mass m1 are parameter 
settings and considered known. The obtained energy spectrum in a LEIS experiment can directly be converted 

into a mass spectrum (mass distribution). 
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Although the BEC model is a simplification, it can be justified by the following arguments [10]. In the energy 

range of 1 - 5 ke V, the target at om can be considered as a free at om because the kinetic energy transferred to 

it is much larger then its binding energy in the lattice. Although the interaction time is smaller than the 

characteristic period for lattice vibrations, the target atom can not be considered at rest. Peak broadening in 
the LEIS spectra is caused by vibrations of target atoms. 

3.3 Signal intensity 

To draw conclusions about the structure and composition of the surface, the LEIS signal has to be quantified. 

The signal intensity of a measured peak in the LEIS spectrum can be noticed to be proportional to its density 
of surface atoms. Although this is correct, for quantitative analysis of the surface composition the precise 
relation between signaland influencing parameters has to be known (as will turn out). Equation 3.2 shows the 
different parameters which the signal is dependent on. 

with: 

'\ \ 

\ \do + 
a n. '/. - P,. Ta 

I dO 

Si Intensity of surface peak from ions scattered from element i, 
a instromental factor depending on analyzer and detection efficiency, 
ni number of atoms of element i per surface area (atoms/cm2), 

I incident ion flux (ions/cm2), 

dai /dO : the differential cross section for scattering from element i, 
Pt the ion fraction after scattering from element i, 
T the transmission is of the analyzer which is proportional to Er, 
a a factor taking into account blocking (shielding) of neighborhood atoms at the surface. 

(3.2) 

The differential cross section in the LEIS energy regime can be calculated with a Molière approximation to 

the Thomas-Fermi potential, which is a screened Coulomb interaction. The differential cross section da/dQ 
can be seen as a probability of collision, which increases with decreasing energy. 

With deceasing energy, the probability of neutralization increases because of a larger interaction time. 

Assuming the neutralization depends on a neutralization probability and the interaction time between ion and 
atom, the ion fraction p+ can be determined by : 

(3.3) 

with: 

p+ Ion fraction of backscattered particles, 

vc characteristic velocity (rnls), 
vi velocity incident ion (rnls), 

Vr velocity scattered ion (m/s). 
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The characteristic velocity only depends on the ion target combination and is considered to be a measure for 
the neutralization probability. 

The roughness of the surface cao also influence the signal intensity. There is a probability a of back scattered 

i ons being blocked just after callision by neighborhood atoms. A blocking factor a of 1, would indicate a 
smooth surface and consequently the signal is oot reduced by blocking of surface atoms. When a approaches 
value 0, all the backscattered ions are blocked and consequently no signal is obtained. 

3.4 Surface composition 

The surface density n; cao oot be obtained directly from expression (3.2), because some of the signal 

dependent parameters are unknown. According a calibration sample the surface density n; cao be obtained 

indirectly. The signal intensity S;,c of a calibration sample with a known surface density of element i cao be 

measured. Under the same experimental circumstances the signal S;,s of the sample with the unknown surface 
density of element i cao be measured. The ratio S;,/S;,c simplifies because most of the unknown parameters 
(a,I,da/dQ,T,a), cancel out. It is assumed that the calibration sample bas the samesurface roughness as the 

sample onder investigation. S;,/S;,c reduces to 

s . .....~.. 
'·'"'I"" 
s._J 

l,tu 
p+ 

i .. mdP. 

(3.4) 

If the ratio of ion fractions would be known, the surface density n; cao be determined. In many cases both ion 

fractions are identical and their ratio consequently equals one. In the case of low work function surfaces the 
ion fractions are possible differently. With decreasing work function the ion fraction p+ also decreases due to 
an increased neutralization probability [4]. Applying this metbod on cathodes, the ion fraction ratio does oot 
cancel out and bas to be determined. 

When the signal S (eq 3.2) is corrected for parameters known from experiments, the signal s• is obtained. 

s.* 
I 

s. 
I 

da. 
I-' E 

dO. f 

c n. P.+ a 
I I (3.5) 

The known experimental parameters are : I, da/dQ and Er. The corrected signal s• contains a factor c, 
obtained by a combination of instromental factor and proportionality of transmission. The ion fraction p+ in 
equation 3.5, cao be expressed in termsof the characteristic velocity (eq 3.3). Applying the naturallogarithm 

on both sides leaves 

(3.6) 
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Measuring tbe signalat various initial ion energies, a ln(Si*) versus 1/vi + 1/vf plot can be obtained. The 

characteristic velocity can be deterrnined from tbe slope of the ln(Si*) versus 1/vi + 1/vf plot. The p+ ratio of 

two catbodes with different surface composition, and possible different work functions, can be described 

by 

(3.7) 

Witb /:ivc, tbe difference in characteristic velocity oftbe catbodes containing different surface composition, 

tbe p+ ratio can be calculated. Using equation (3.4), tbe relative surface density can be deterrnined. In tbe case 

of cathodes, tbere is mostly no calibration sample witb a known element surface density. 

The relative surface density can also be obtained altematively. When tbe interaction time during callision 

becomes zero (at infinite energy), tbe ion fraction should be equal to one. Equation (3.6) reduces to 

(3.8) 

The value of s• is obtained by tbe point of intersection of tbe extrapolated ln(Si*) versus 1/vi + 1/vf plot, and 

tbe y-axis. The intersection point situated on tbe y-axis is s• when p+ = 1 (at infinite energy). When tbe two 

catbodes are measured under identical experimental conditions, tbe difference in intersection is ln(n/n2). The 

constant c and tbe blocking factor a cancel out. 
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4 Experimental setup 

4.1 Introduetion 

The catbode surface experiments are performed in tbe experimental setup 'tbe Mini Mobis'. The Mini Mobis 

is dedicated for catbode measurements. It exists of a ultra high vacuum chamber (UHV) where tbe catbode 

surfaces can be analyzed. The main surface technique situated in tbe Mini Mobis is LEIS, but additional 

techniques are available. In this chapter a schematic of tbe Mini Mobis witb tbe several features for catbode 

measurement will be shown. The experimental setup for tbe LEIS technique is discussed in detail. 

4.2 Mini Mobis 

Fig 4.1 shows a schematic representation of tbe experimental setup, tbe Mini Mobis. 
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Mirror 
Analyzer 

:::: ==;]©] ' Ta anode 

••••• 11n1r 

1-V curves 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of experiment al set up 'Mini Mobis '. 
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The catbode surface experiments have to be carried out in a Ultra High Vacuum (UHV). In the UHV-chamber 
the surface is kept clean from adsorption of particles. The base pressure is 2 x 1 o-Io mbar. The number of gas 

particles is reduced in comparison to ambient atmosphere by a very large factor (approximately a factor of 
1015). 

Using a transferlloading chamber, samples can be let in ortaken out of the main vessel without disturbing 
the base pressure. As pictured in fig 4.1, there is room for eight samples, which are situated in a carrousel. 
In the scan position, the catbode positioning in horizontal plane can be controlled. 

The main surface technique in the Mini Mobis is LEIS. The principle working mechanism is already 

discussed in the farmer chapter. The experimental setup of the LEIS technique will be discussed the next 

paragraph. 

Probably the most used surface analysis technique on catbodes is Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). 
Different from LEIS, AES uses mono-energetic electrans with an energy between 1 and 5 ke V as projectile 
for exarnining the surface. AES is based on the detection of core electrans of target atoms. The energy of the 

detected core electrans is element specific. The Auger signal is not influenced by a change in work function. 
The emitted electrans of a catbode are valenee electrons, whereas AES detects element specific core electrons. 

With a information depthof about 10 atomie layers is AES not as surface sensitive as LEIS. AES and LEIS 
use the same detection facility which is discussed in experimental Leis. 

LEED (Low Energy Electron diffraction) is a technique based on elastic diffraction of electrons. LEED is a 
technique to deduce the periadie surface structure and is used in the Mini rnabis on single crystals. To obtain 
a better understanding of the mechanism of operation of a impregnated tungsten cathode, single crystals like 
tungsten absorbed with a Ba monolayer are studied. Barium can be absorbed with the evaporation sourees 

which are also shown in fig 4.1. 

With the anode, situated above the carrousel, emission measurements can be performed. According a current
voltage characteristic at operating temperature the emission current density can be determined. For these 

measurements the catbode bas to be positioned beneath the anode. According emission measurements the 
work function of a catbode can be determined [4]. Possible changes in theemission properties, due to 
darnaging caused by ion sputtering, can be viewed. 

4.2.1 Experimental Leis 

The main surface technique in the Mini Mobis is LEIS. The theoretica! aspects of the Leis technique were 
discussed already in chapter 3. Different noble gases (He, Ne, Ar) can be used for ion scattering. Befare the 

ion beam is serviceable, its needs to be worked. This process consists generally of a mass selection, a 
focusing, a positioning, and an extractor which accelerates the ions perpendicular onto the target with a 

maximum energy of 5 keV. The backscattered ions are analyzed by a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) 
which is pictured in more detail in tigure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation ofthe cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA). 

The CMA is fixed in the experimental chamber. For ion scattering the surface is bombarded at normal 

incidence and the scattering angle is fixed to 136°. As pictured in fig. 4.2, the CMA consistsof two 
concenttic cylinders. During measurement, the backscattered ions are energy filtered, proportional to the 
potential difference V applied between the two cylinders. With rising cylinder voltages, the ions are energy 

screened. The screened energy range can be set. Ions passing through the second opening in the inner cylinder 

( discriminator slits ), can be detected. 

For detection, Micro Channel Plates (MCP) are used. A micro channel-plate is an electron multiplying unit. A 

schematic contiguration of these MCP is given in tigure 4.3.a. 
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Figure 4.3: a) schematic cross section of micro channel-plates (MCP). 

b) a typical incident angle dependency of a MCP. 

c) a typical energy dependency of a MCP. 

A channel-plate exists of miniature high resistance channels parallel to each other. The detector consists of 2 
micro channel-plates differently in size and relative channel orientation. How exactly the MCP serves for 

multiplication is discussed in appendix A. As shown in tigure 4.3.b and 4.3.c, the detection efficiency of a 

MCP is dependent on energy and angle of the incident ion. 

The CMA can also be used for detection apparatus for AES. When detecting electrans insteadof ions, the 

applied voltage between the inner and outer cylinder is relative set negative instead of positive. The MCP can 

also be activated by electrons. 
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5 Computer programmed positioning 

5.1 Introduetion 

A computer program is written to control the positioning of the sample by computer. It concerns an accurate 

positioning in the horizontal plane. This program was neerled for several improvements. The catbode 

positioning had to be more accurately, and the corresponding movements of the positioning had to be 

controlled and programmed. First in this chapter it will be outlined why the improvements are needed. Then 

some of its requirements and restrictions are summarized. Last in this chapter some possibilities and 

applications are shown. 

5.2 Why improvements 

The catbode positioning needs to be controlled more accurately. 
Compared to a normal sample the dimensions of a catbode are rather small. Whereas the size of most other 

samples is about 7x7mm, the size of a catbode is 1 mm in diameter. Because of its small dimensions, the 

positioning in the ion beam has to be well controlled. When LEIS is performed with an ion beam offset from 

the catbode center, undesirable surface analysis could be made (hence the catbode bolder). 

The accuracy of positioning set by manual is about 10 f.1m, whereas it would be 1 f.1m when be set by 

computer. 

The movements of positioning have to be controlled and programmed. 

The middle of a catbode is found making several LEIS experiments performed at altemate positions. A LEIS 

spectrum showing an intense molybdenum peak, is measured offset from the middle. After several LEIS 

measurements the catbode center is approximately known. 

By computer this process could be automized by a linescan upon the surface. Performing a LEIS experiment 

on a moving catbode, the catbode center would be accurately and rapidly obtained (more of this metbod in 

paragraph 5.6). 

5.3 Features and requirements 

Position routine: 

Line scan routine: 

Sputter mode: 

The program should have a position routine to position the catbode at a certain 

position. A desired catbode position sbould be set according an x- and y-coordinate. 
It bas to be possible to perform a LEIS experiment while the catbode moves along a 

programmed one dimensional path. The length of the path should be set in either the 
x- or y- direction. According a entered time, the velocity displacement should be 

determined and set automatically. 

In tbis mode, the sample sbould move along a programmed two dimensional pattem, 

for a indefinite time. The velocity of displacement has to be variable. 
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5.4 Restrictions and difticulties 

The sample positioning is controlled by two servo motors. How the motors are attached to control the 
movementsin horizontal planeis showed below in tigure 5.1. 

x 

Figure 5.1: Servo motors setup for position control. 

As showed above, motor 1 controls the movement in radial direction (rotation of the carrousel), what will be 

referred to as X direction. Motor 2 controls the sample movements in tangential direction or Y direction. The 
movement in this direction is approximately a line because of the large radius of the carrousel. Both the servo 

motors have a limited range of displacement 

The motor displacements have a pattem showed in tigure 5.2. Two different pattemsof displacements are 
shown, both having the same set velocity. Their displacements are given by the corrsponding shaded surface 

area. 

Velocity 

High acceleration Low acceleration 

SV 

Time 

Figure 5.2: The displacement graphed according its velocity as ajunetion of time. 
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When a displacement velocity bas to be calculated, its acceleration and de-acceleration have to be taken into 

account. When a low acceleration is set, or a large velocity is calculated for a small displacement it could be 

possible the calculated velocity is oot reached. Also a maximum velocity bas to be considered. 

5.5 The displacement velocity 

There appear many complications when a velocity is calculated out of a given time. It will be even more 

complicated, to determine the displacement velocity of a two dimensional surface scan. 

In the computer program the velocity is calculated differently. The determination of the velocity is basedon 

an interpolating method. At fust the time is calculated 'again' with a velocity surely set to low. When the 

calculated time exceeds the given time, the velocity is set higher. When the calculated time equals the given 

time, the velocity is determined. 

5.6 The realized program 

Besides the requested features, the program bas more applications. Several motor displacement routines are 

offered. Each routine bas its own possibility and application. 
In the main menu lay out, the several routines are given. A listing of the whole program cao be viewed in 

appendix B. 

p : 0 dim. scan at Position (x,y). 

l : 1 dim. Line scan. 

s : 2 dim. Surface scan. 
: 2 dim. lnfinite repeat scan. 

q : Quit this program. 

The possibilities and applications of each device are treated separately in the remaining part of this chapter. 

5.6.1 Possibilities and applications 

p : 0 dim. Scan at Position (x,y) 
In the p routine, the desired position of a sample cao be set accurately. Energy scans cao be made of a well 

defined spot. The x- and y-coordinate (mm) are the only parameters that have to be entered. The motor 

movements have a predefined set velocity and acceleration. The resulting positioning bas a accuracy of about 

1 J.lm as mentioned above. All the routines, including the p routine are input protected. The motors are also 

secured for running out of range. 

l : 1 dim. Line scan. 
In the l routine, energy scans cao be made while the sample moves along a programmed path. This 
programmed path involves only the x- or y- direction. The lengthof the path bas to be entered, within a 

eertaio range, as also the durance of the scan. The acceleration, de-acceleration and maximum velocity of both 

motors are set default and cao only be changed within the program listing. According to the entered scan time, 

the velocity is calculated taken into account the set default parameters. The calculation of the scan speed has 
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first priority, consists of many gadgets, and is done with much precision. When for instanee the calculated 

velocity surpasses the maximum default, this max. velocity is set and the entered scan time will be enhanced. 

The entered parameters as also the calculated scan speed are viewed in a status. 

This line scan bas many applications, a few are mentioned. 

A strong ion heam analyzing a surface at one spot could damage the structure. During measurement of a LEIS 

spectrum the surface composition cao change at that particular spot. The ohtained spectrum is a sort of depth 

function. When a LEIS spectrum is measured durlog movement of the sample, the surface damage will he 

spread out and the LEIS spectrum hecomes more reliahle. This metbod cao be applied hy large samples 

compared to the ion heam. For this method, the surface composition and structure along the line of movement 

bas to he the same. 
lf a surface composition is location dependent, so it differs at different areas, a particular element quantity 

versus scanned path cao be measured. This cao be achieved when the analyzer (CMA) is fixed on a eertaio 

energy and only one surface element is filtered. This metbod is of course only useful if the sample surface is 

large enough. 

Linescans are also very useful when applied on cathodes. With two line scans, the exact middle of a catbode 

is found easily and rapidly. When the CMA is fixed and filters only a particular element, its concentration cao 

he monitored along the path. When this energy for instanee is tuned on tungsten or molyhdenum, and the 

programmed path exceeds the catbode pellet diameter, their element concentration should be intenser in the 

middle or at the edges respectively. With two line scans, in x-and y-direction, the precise middle of a catbode 

is found very rapidly without causing any surface damage. In tigure 5.3, an example of two line scan 

measurement is shown. Both measurements are performed in x-direction. 

1.0 Tungsten 
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Figure 5.3: Tungsten- and Molybdenum concentration as ajunetion of x-position. 
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s : 2 dim. Surface scan. 
The s routine is an extension of the 1 routine. A programmed area can be scanned according a pattem shown 

in tigure 5.4 

y 

1 

--+X 

Figure 5.4: Example of sample movement in the s routine. 

The inputs in this routine are nearly the sameasin the I routine. The area is detined according the entered 

sample sizes and has to be within the motor ranges of course. The scan time that has to be entered involves 
the whole surface area. Besides the already mentioned default parameters, the s routine has a parameter 'step' 

which is also set as default value in the program listing. The calculated scan speed from the given total scan 
time is even more complicated than in the l routine. The various inputs, actual scan area, calculated scan 

speed, perhaps overruled scan time etc can be viewed in the status. 
As can beseen in tigure 5.1, motor 1 concerns a displacement ofthe whole carrousel. Tospare the 

mechanical construction of the carrousel, the movements of motor 1 are relative simple and concern only one 

direction. 

Although the s routine is oot used on cathodes, its applications on larger samples are the same or even 

extending compared to the 1 routine. 

i : Infinite repeat scan. 
The i routine is actual an extension of the s routine. In this mode the surface pattem is repeated intinitely 

when oot interfered. The intinite repeat scan can he intenered when a key is pressed on the keyboard. 
The i routine is also referred to as 'sputter mode', and is meanly used to clean, or sputter, the surface of a 

sample. To have a 'clean' sample for measurements, a surface could besputtered in i mode during the night. 
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6. neteetion efficiency 

6.1 Introduetion 

As grapbed in tigure 4.3.c (chapter 4) the channelplate efficiency is energy dependent Ions with different 
kinetic energies are detected with different efficiencies. What does this mean? 

Suppose a characteristic velocity is determined from the LEIS signals measured hy 2 keV, and hy 5 keV. The 

InS* versus (l/vi + llvr) plot contains only two points. When the 2 keV point is underestimated comparing to 

the 5 ke V point, the characteristic velocity will he overestimated, and hence energy influenced, whereas it 

should he energy independent. 
When measurements are compared or used for a quantitative analysis, they have to he energy corrected, so 

consequently the detection efficiency bas to he known. A metbod of tirst approach is discussed in the next 
paragraph. To maintain some clarity, the chapter will not he over-viewed in this introduction. 

6.2 Metbod 

A characteristic velocity (neutralization constant) should he only dependent of the used ion ~ target 

comhination, and should he independent of whatever energy dependency of the detector ( channel-plates ). If 
the characteristic velocity is determined for different voltages across channelplates, their value should he 

equal. By studying the neutralization at different channel voltages, their corresponding efficiencies can he 

checked. For different voltages across the channel plates, the energy efficiencies of the detector are supposed 

to he different. According a saturation curve different channelplate voltages can he selected properly. How 

exactly an energy efficiency of the detector is measured is discussed later on (paragraph 6.2.2).The 

characteristic velocity will he determined for three channelplate voltages, if correctly determined, no 

dependency of channelplate voltage should he found. 

6.2.1 Saturation curve 

A saturation curve is ohtained when the signal intensity is measured as a function of channel voltage. The 

measurements are performed with 3 ke V Ne+ ~ Ag. The measurements are performed with a 1000 V post 

acceleration. Using a post acceleration the ion impact energy can he increased. Most LEIS experiments are 
performed with a 1000 V post acceleration, and its effect is cleared later on (6.2.2). 

The saturation curve is shown in tigure 6.1. The curve shows a typical steep path turning over into a 

saturation plateau, or saturation region. In this region a maximum signal intensity is reached, and a slight 
dependenee of channel voltage is seen. In this region the detection is supposed to be independent of ion 

impact energy (Appendix A). 
According the saturation curve, three voltages across the channelplates are chosen: 2440 V, 2540 V and 2690 

V. For each channel voltages an energy efficiency will be calculated. 
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Figure 6.1: Saturation curve, measured with 3 keV Ne+,Jooo V post accelerated, 

With the chosen channel voltages usedfor detector settings. 

6.2.2 Channelplate efficiency 

The determination of the energy dependency is explained for the 2540 V channelplate volage. The 

determination metbod for the other settings is similar. The channelplate efficiency is measured as the signal 

intensity as a function of ion impact ( collision) energy. The collision energy cao be varled by: incident 

(primary) ion energy, and post acceleration. When the energy of the primary ion bearn is changed, the 

differential cross section, as well as the ion fraction are influenced. Differences in ion fraction for instanee 

appear due to changing ion velocities. 

By setting a different post acceleration (0-lOOOV), the obtained energy range is oot sufficient for 

determination of the characteristic velocity. The channelplate efficiency cao be obtained by using a 

combination of both methods as pictured in tigure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: 'Segment' methodfor 2540 V across the plates. See textfor explanation 
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The graph shows four segments. In the upper segment the impact energy is changed by different post 

accelerations, resp: 1000-, 800-, 600-, 400- and 200 V, at a 5 keV incident ion beam. The second segment is 

obtained applying the same metbod using a 4 ke V primary beam. And for the lowest situated segment, a 2 

ke V primary ion beam is used. The energy ranges of the independent segments covers a too little range, and 

they are situated apart from each other because of differences in ion fraction and cross section. Bath 

complications are supposed to be canceled out, when the four segments are scaled into a straight line. In the 

tigure the effect of post acceleration is also shown. At a high post acceleration setting, the detector is most 

efficient. The 5 keV, lOOOV post acceleration setting provides the highest channelplate efficiency. Sealing the 

straight line to this point of highest efficiency, the relative detection efficiency is obtained. The three relative 
detection efficiencies are pictured all tagether in tigure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Relative dereetion efficiency for the three channel-voltages. 

4000 

An energy spectrum bas to be corrected according its corresponding channelplate efficiency. The 

characteristic velocity can now be deterrnined for each channelplate voltage and its corresponding efficiency. 

In tigure 6.4, the results are shown, including the neutralization deterrnined without energy corrections. For a 
better clarity, the energy corrected characteristic veloeities are vertically shifted. 
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Figure 6.4: Neutralization, corrected- and not corrected with defection efficiency. 

As shown, the neutralization is overcorrected. Because the characteristic velocity should be independent of 

energy, it is reasonable to assume that these efficiencies are not calculated well, and probably afflicted with 

other influences. In the experiments, different post accelerations were used to vary the impact energy. Perhaps 

the post acceleration influences not only the ion impact energy. The possibility of a post acceleration 

dependency bas to be investigated. 
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6.2.3 Influence of post acceleration 

How is a possible post acceleration influence measured. By keeping the impact ion energy the same for 

different post acceleration settings, a possible influence cao be showed. This cao be achieved by setting a 

value of the primary ion energy according Et + Ep.a. is constant. 

The signal intensity measured with a 3 ke V primary beam, and 1000 V post acceleration, as a function of 

voltage across channelplates, already had been measured (figure 6.1). The impact energy with these settings 

is 1515 eV + 1000 eV = 2515 eV. 

In order to keeptheimpact energy 2515 eV fora 200 V post acceleration, the primary ion energy bas to be 

set at 4595 eV. With these settings a second saturation curve is measured. In tigure 6.5, both curves are 

shown. 
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Figure 6. 5: Saturation curves, same ion col/ision energy (2515 e V), different in post acceleration. 

The obtained curve with 3 ke V is situated beneath the 4595 e V curve, due to a different ion fraction and cross 
section. Due tothesmaller ion veloeities at 3 keV, the neutralization is enhanced, and consequently the ion 
fraction is smaller. Because the detector is usually set at saturation, both curves are set incident at the 

saturation region. Due to sealing, differences in ion fraction and cross section are supposed to ruled out. 

There is indeed a post acceleration dependency. As shown in tigure 6.5, a post acceleration of 1000 V 

provides relative more signal over a long range of channel voltages. At 2540 V across the channel plates, the 
1000 V post acceleration signal provides relative 3.5% more signal compared to the 200 V p.a. setting. 
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The difference in relative signalis also measured fora 1660 eV impact energy. The saturation curve 

measured with 1000 V post acceleration is performed with a 1300 e V primary ion beam. The second curve, 

measured with 200 V post acceleration, is performed with a 2932 e V ion beam. The resulting curves are 

shown in tigure 6.6. 
Again both saturation curves are set incident at the saturation region. The post acceleration dependency bas 

even more influence at this lower collision energy. At 2540 V across the channel plates, the signalof the 1000 

V-, comparing the 200 V -post acceleration curve, provides relative about 12% more. 
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Figure 6.6: Saturation curves, sameion collision energy ( 1660), different in post acceleration. 

It is noticeable that the post acceleration dependancy bas no influence when the detector is operational in the 

saturation region. At the 2690 V channel plate setting no relative differences of changing post acceleration 

can be seen. 

6.2.4 Efficiencies corrected for post acceleration 

When the post acceleration dependency is ruled out of the 'former' detection efficiency ( obtained with 

segment method), the true energy dependency is 'supposed' to be left. 
Because the standard setting of the post acceleration is 1000 V, the relative influences of the other post 

acceleration settings have to be corrected. 
For 2540 V voltage across the channel plates, the difference ofthe 2515 eV impact energy compared to 3315 
eV (2515 eV + 800 eV p.a. difference) impact energy is about 3.5% (figure 6.5). The difference ofthe 2515 
eV collision energy has to be corrected approximately 4.5% compared to the highest situated point (3540 

eV). 
According the same reasoning the 1660 e V impact energy needs to be 12 % corrected ( tigure 6.6) to the 2515 

e V collision energy. So eventually the 1660 e V colli si on energy needs a correction of approximately 17 % 

( 1.12 * 1.045) compared to the 3540 e V impact energy. 
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When the 'fonner' detection efficiencies are corrected for the different post acceleration settings, different 

from 1000 V, the 'true' energy dependency is supposed to be left. In tigure 6.7 and tigure 6.8 the fonner 

efficiencies as well as their corrections are shown for resp. 2540 V-, and 2540 V across the channel plates. 

When the detector is operational in the saturation region, 2690 V, there seems to be no post acceleration 

influence. Because the fonner detection efficiency at 2690 V across the plates needs no correction it is not 

pictured again. 
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Figure 6. 7: Channelplate efficiency corrected for post acceleration, for 2540 V across the plates. 
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Again for each voltages across the channel plates the characteristic velocity for Ne+ ~ Ag is determined. 

In tigure 6.9, the results are shown, including the neutralization determined without energy corrections. Fora 

better clarity, the energy corrected characteristic veloeities are again vertically shifted. 
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Figure 6.9: Neutralization Ne+ on Ag. 

The relative channelplate efficiencies seem to he correct determined, because the characteristic velocity has 

become a parameter only determined by the ion-atom pair and is independent of channel voltage. 

6.3 lmplications 

When the channelplates are oot in saturation, the post acceleration voltage influences the efficiency of the 

channelplates. The efficiency increases with increasing post acceleration voltage. 

The characteristic velocity will he overestimated when determined with a channelplate efficiency afflicted 

with a post acceleration. 
When the detector operates in saturation mode, the corresponding efficiency is directly obtained by the 

segment method. The detection efficiency needs no post acceleration correction. 

If the channel plate efficiency is exactly known, it does not matter whether or not the channelplates are 

operating in saturation mode. 
In tigure 4.3.b (chapter 4) the channelplate efficiency shows a angle dependency. Ions impinging with a 

different angle detected with a different efficiency. Perhaps it would be possible that this angle dependency is 
influenced by the post acceleration. This is just an assumption and needs to be further investigated. 
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7. Influence of ion damage on surface composition 

7.1 Introduetion 

The Ba-0 complex monolayer at the catbode surface serves to lower the work function. The most important 

loss channels for the complex top layer are thermal desorption ( evaporating rate ), and ion bombardment 

(sputtering) [1]. Damage due to ion bombardment (ffi) may occur in practical tube conditions where residual 

gases like argon are ionized by the electron beam and accelerated to the catbode surface due to tube screen 

voltage. At operating temperature (O.T.), free Ba diffuses through the pores of the tungsten matrix towards 

the surface for replenishment of Ba losses. When the catbode is operational, a dynamic equilibrium is 

established between the Ba-containing species removed from the surface (by evaporating and/or sputtering), 

and the Ba-containing species diffusing towards the surface from the bulk [1]. 

In this chapter it will be investigated wether the LEIS quantification metbod can be applied on cathodes. A 
model of surface composition under ion bombardment will be determined. The surface composition will be 

studied as a function of ion flux using the standard LEIS quantification method. The difficulty of this 

investigation will be the influenced monitored LEIS signal. 

Why is the possible influence of ion damage investigated? 

Because the emission properties of a catbode are strongly dependent of its Ba fraction at the surface, it is 

important to investigate the influence of ion damage. As already discussed the Ba complex at the cathode 
surface is an important feature for a high emission current density. A complex top layer without Ba, is 

assumed to behave like a non emitter [3],[11-15]. It can also be assumed that theemission of a non uniform 

emitting cathode, can be described as a superposition of individual emitting parts. When the emission current 

is assumed to be proportional to the number of Ba-0 sites on the surface, it is important to study its relative 

coverage under m. 

The experiments are performed on a standard B-type catbode as described in chapter 2, at operating 

temperature. Assuming the surface of this cathode type is a composition of only Ba and W, the quantification 

model is simplified. This assumption implies that Ba is situated on top of 0, and when Ba is sputterd, the 0 

is removed as well. 

7.2 Energy spectra versus ion flux 

What is the influence of ion damage on the work function of the cathode? Possible changes in work function 

due to ion damage can be monitored, measuring LEIS spectra as a function of ion flux. In tigure 7.1, the 

resulting graph is shown. The experiments are performed with 3 ke V Ne+, and beam currents up to 10 nA. 
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Figure 7.1: LEIS energy spectra versus ion flux. 

As shown in the figure, the LEIS signal is strongly influenced by changes in work function. If the standard 

LEIS quantification metbod (as described in chapter 3) is oot used, the surface coverage would be a direct 

reflection of the measured LEIS spectra. According this reasoning, the tongsten surface fraction increases 

rapidly, while the barium fraction remains constant. 

Under the reasonable assumption, that the surface is a composition of only barium and tongsten at O.T., the 

work function is indeed stronly influenced under ion bombardment When an element coverage increases, 

there should be another one decreasing, otherwise the total surface area enhances. 

To determine the surface coverage as a function of ion flux, the ion fraction changes have to be taken into 

account using characteristic velocities. 

7.3 Characteristic velocities. 

Todetermine the relative element coverage as a function of ion flux, changes in ion fraction have to be 

regarded (equation 3.4). The determination for such relative surface concentration (n/n2) is discussed in 

detail in chapter 3. The necessary characteristic veloeities are determined for five different ion beam currents. 

For each ion flux, a dynamic equilibrium is assumed. It is observed that seccessive spectra are identical. 

Under this assumption the Ba surface fraction remains unchanged for a set ion flux, and only varles as a 

function of ion flux. Characteristic veloeities are determined for 4-,8-,16-,24-,36 · 1012 ions/(s·cm2), i.e. 

1,2,4,6 and 8 nA respectivily for convenience. The corresponding ln(St) versus 1/vi + 1/vr graphs, are 

obtained measuring LEIS spectra for eight different primary energies from 1.5 keV up to 5 keV. 

The obtained ln(Si*) versus 1/vi + llvr graphs for barium and tongsten are shown below in figures 7.2 and 7.3 

respectively. 
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In bath figures, the 2-,4-,6- and 8 nA fits are shifted vertically, to obtain a better perspective. The 
extrapolated y-axis intersection points are given for each ion flux. The characteristic veloeities determined 
from the fitted slopes are shown in the figures. In tigure 7.4 and 7.5, the determined characteristic veloeities 
for barium and tungsten resp. are shown as a function of ion flux. 
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7.4 Surface composition as a fundion of ion flux 

For both elements their relative surface concentration is calculated using equation (3.4). The ratio of ion 

fractions necessary for calculation, can be determined for each primary energy, using equation (3.7). A eertaio 

relative surface concentration can be obtained more directly using the differences in intersection points from 
the extrapolated ln(Si*) versus 1/vi + llvr fits. The surface concentrations are calculated for barium and 
tungsten relative to their own 1 nA concentrations. In table 7.1 the relative concentrations 

(ninA /n1 nA) are printed for barium, for all set primary energies and at extrapolated infinite energy (second 
column). Table 7.2, shows the tungsten results. 

Table 7.1: Barium concentration n; relative to barium concentration at 1 nA ion flux. 

oo keV 5 keV 4V2keV 4keV 3V2keV 3keV 2YzkeV 2keV 1YzkeV 

1 nA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2nA 0.87 0.82 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.85 

4nA 0.67 0.63 0.68 0.67 0.71 0.69 0.66 0.70 0.65 

6nA 0.61 0.57 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.68 0.60 0.63 0.58 

8nA 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.56 0.53 0.63 0.55 0.58 0.52 

Table 7.2: Tungsten concentration n; relative to tungsten concentration at 1 nA ion flux. 

oo keV 5 keV 4YzkeV 4keV 3YzkeV 3 keV 2YzkeV 2keV 1YzkeV 

1 nA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2nA 1.42 1.26 1.43 1.45 1.56 1.52 1.38 1.25 1.47 

4nA 1.25 1.12 1.40 1.15 1.54 1.16 1.08 1.50 1.20 

6nA 1.70 1.55 1.82 1.61 1.95 1.85 1.40 1.93 1.63 

8nA 1.55 1.42 1.41 1.68 1.57 1.96 1.21 1.90 1.38 

For both elements, the 'infinite energy values' caobeseen as averages, what is oot surprising, since they are 
obtained from a fit from the other primary energies. Based on the assumption that only Ba and W are visable, 
the surface coverage of Ba + W is set at 100 % for a beam current of 1 nA. U sing these sealing factors the 
relative Ba and W surface coverage are shown in table 7.3. The calculation is basedon the 'average' values 
showed in table 7.1 and 7.2. To gain a better review ofthe determined concentrations, the surface 
composition of the two component model, is shown in tigure 7.5 as a function of ion flux. 
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Table 7.3: percentages surface covering for barium and tungsten at different ionjluxes. 

Ion flux 
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0.56 ± 0.15 0.44 ±0.16 1.00 ± 0.31 

0.49 ±0.11 0.63 ±0.23 1.12 ± 0.34 

0.37 ±0.10 0.55 ±0.26 0.92 ±0.36 

0.34 ±0.08 0.75 ± 0.31 1.09 ±0.39 
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Figure 7. 5: Surface composition of barium, tungsten and total as a function of ion flux. 

7.5 Conclusions 

It can be concluded that the LEIS quantification as described in chapter 3, can be applied on low-work 
function surfaces like cathodes. According to the quantification model, the Ba surface fraction decreases with 

increasing ion flux, what seems very reasonable. The Ba coverage in figure 7.1 does not decrease as a 
function of ion beam current, because of an increased ion fraction caused by a rising work function due to ion 

damaging. The surface composition model can be used to investigate a relative element coverage as a 
function of ion flux. Using the model to deterrnine the absolute surface coverage at a certain ion flux, it 

probably needs to be improved. Oxygen has to be included in the model, and possible influences of the non 
homogeneous ion beam have to be regarded. The used ion beam for bombardment had a Gaussian shape with 

a FWHM of approximately 0.4 mm. 
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8. Dynamic Shielding 

8.1 Introduetion 

During activation and at operating temperature the barium layer at the catbode surface is submitted to ion 

bombardment due to i ooization of tube rest gas. Free barium formed in the tungsten bulk is continuously 

supplied to the surface for replenishment of barium losses mainly caused by ion bombardment (ffi). In 
operational conditions, a dynamica} equilibrium will be reached between the barium degradation and 

suppliance from the inner pores. 

This 'dynamic' top layer oot only serves to lower the work function, but it also acts as a dynamic shield of the 

catbode base beneath [3],[11-15]. lt is assumed that a constant total ffi-dosis applied at decreased ion 
currents will cause less integrallosses ofthe materials below [3],[11-15]. 

Because aging of a catbode is dependent on the maintenance of the substrate layer [1], the shielding behavior 

of the Ba complex layer bas to be investigated. 

Properties like emission-rate during lifetime (aging) are coherent with the shielding properties of the 

outermost layer. 

LEIS is most suitable forthese experiments because it perfectly simulates real tube conditions. In this chapter 

is investigated how the shielding behavior of the surface layer is measured in a proper way. 

Former measurements about dynamic shielding performed on the Mini Mobis already revealed some 

interesting properties. Enable to predict shielding effects with more accuracy, the former measurements need 

to be improved. 

8.2 Former experiments 

Former shielding experiments are performed on 20 nm M type (0s80%/Ru20%) cathodes, as described in 

chapter 2. The Os/Ru coating is deposited on the W pellet and is assumed to have a decreasing concentration 

as a function of catbode depth (vertical concentration). The shielding behavior of the barium surface Iayer is 

assumed to be coherent of the damage of the substrate layer, what again is proportional to the reduction of the 

Os/Ru concentration. 
The experiments are performed with a 3 ke V Ar+ beam, ha ving a gaussian shape with a FWHM of 

approximately 0.4 mm. All the shielding experiment are performed according the same procedure: 
- Activating procedure of about 20 minutes, 

- remove Ba from the surface (at R.T.), 

- measure the LEIS intensity of Os for reference, according a double gaussian fit (at R.T.), 
- 15 minutes recovery of catbode (O.T.), 

- submit catbode under m, until a eertaio doseis received (O.T), 
- remove Ba from the surface (R.T.), 

- measure the LEIS intensity of the Os, according a double gaussian fit. 
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The substrate damage is related to, the Os reduction compared to the Os reduction in a worse case scenario, 

i.e. noshielding at all ( catbode exposed to m at R.T.). 

The shielding behavior is oot coupled to the Ru, because of its low concentration, and the Ru LEIS signa! is 

oot suitable for further determination. 

Possible influences of changes in ion fraction are oot taken into account. The quantification is assumed to be 

coherent to the signal intensities. Because the several LEIS measurements are performed at R.T, when no Ba 

is deposited at the surface, this assumption seems reasanabie [3],[11-15]. When Ba is removed from the 
surface, the catbode acts like a non emitter, and the ion fractions of the element are assumed to remaio 

constant. 
Because the LEIS spectra of Os and W overlap, their corresponding signals cao only accurately be obtained 

using a double gaussian fit after linear background subtraction. 
In tigure 8.1, an example is shown of a double gaussian fit applied to 'separate', the Os and W LEIS spectra. 
The fit is taken of course after linear background subtraction. 

Example of double gaussian fit 
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Figure 8.1: Example of peak separation using a double gaussian curve fitting. 

In tigure 8.2, the results of several dynamic shielding experiments are graphed. The solid line represents a 
shielding experiment without Ba replenishment, equivalent to the case of no shielding at all. This 
measurement is performed at R.T, as caobeseen as the measured Os concentration as a function of depth. 
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Figure 8.2: Relative Os peak height versus iondose 

In tigure 8.3, the corresponding determined shielding factors are shown. The shielding factor can be 

calculated according to the fraction: rela.tive difference in Os concentration at O.T, and the relative difference 
in Os concentration at R.T. The calculation metbod is also shown in tigure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3: Determined shielding factors for the several ion-fluxes 

As assumed, a decreased ion current will cause less integral damage of materials below for a constant total 

received ion dose. Although these experiments reveal important properties of the dynarnic shielding bahavior, 
they have to be more accurate and need to be improved. 
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8.3 Irnproved experiments 

The catbode activaring procedure forthese improved experiments was about 1 hour insteadof 15minutes. 

It first will be investigated, wether the Os/W composition shows a reproducable function of catbode depth 

(vertical element concentration). The LEIS spectra are again 'separated' using the double gaussian fit as 

mentioned above. In tigure 8.4, the W and Os depth concentrations of the two catbodes are shown. Of course 
the experiments are performed on a catbode at R.T, consequently without Ba replenishment. 
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Figure 8.4: Depth profiles oftwo cathodes. 

Both catbodes show approximately the same depth profile, so it cao be concluded that their depth 
concentrations are reproducable. 
It also cao be concluded that LEIS is more sensitive for Was for Os. 

300 

lt seems from the tigure that the Os (resp. W) concentration does oot reach its maximum (resp. minimum) at 
the catbode surface. For the determination of the shielding factor, this behavior has to be taken into account. 

For the proceeding shielding experiments, the average of both profiles is used as a reference for shielding at 
R.T. Figure 8.5, shows a shielding experiment performed with a ion beam current of 0.9 nA, i.e. a ion flux of 
3.6·1012 (ions/s/cm2). Under IB of about 14 hours, the received doseis 120 ·1015 (ions/cm2). 
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Figure 8.5: Shielding experiment performed with a ion beam current of0.9 nA, i.e. 3.6·1012 (ionsls/cm2
) 

The long dasbed curves correspond the average obtained depth profiles. As can be seen from the figure, after 

the experiment, the remaining depth profile is measured, so it is possible to study the shielding bahavior 

according a curve, instead of only one point. 

The W concentration before the shielding experiment, doesn't correspond the W profile at R.T. It is also seen 

from the figure, that the resulting W LEIS signal is intenser. 

Perhaps the shielding behavior is determined more accurate using some sealing of concentration. There can be 

noticed, that the former calculation of the shielding factor is also based on relative changes in concentration. 

The maximum Os concentration Gust undemeath the catbode surface) is scaled to 1. 

To make W suitable for sealing, the W depth profile is scaled to 1. In tigure 8.6, the experiment with the 0.9 

nA used beam current is presented scaled. 
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Figure 8.6: Shielding experiment (0.9 nA) scaled presented. 
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In tigure 8.6, the total element concentration in shown to exceed 100%. Because the shielding profile, as well 

as the depth profile are scaled according the same principle, the exceding of 100% concentration does not 

effect the calculation of the shielding factor. 

Figure 8.7, shows a same shielding experiment performed with anion beam current of 4.9 nA, 

i.e.19.6·1012(ions/s/cm2
). Afterabout a 100 minutes , the received iondoseis 75·1015(ions/cm2

). 

Figure 8.7: 
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Shielding experiment with a beam current of 4.9 nA, i.e. 19.6·1012(ions/s/cm2
). Used ion 

doseisabout 75·UJ5(ions/cm2
). 

The next experiment is different because it involves no ion bombardment During this experiment the catbode 

is set at O.T. forabout a day, without submitted to m. The measured depth profile ofthis catbode is shown in 

tigure 8.8. 
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20 hours aging experiment. Experiment performed with ion beam off. 
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It can be concluded from the W and Os signal, as shown in figure 8.8, that both elements are further floated 

into each other. When the shielding behavior is determined according the former procedure, there is not 

corrected for this behavior. 

8.4 recommendations 

Although some improvements have been done, still the experiments are not performed optimal. Many things 

have to be investigated in order to measure the shielding properties even better. 
The used beam profile for sputtering bas an gaussian shape, whereas in real tube conditions the ion beam is 

homogeneously. Shielding experiments performed with a defocussed ion beam could be a solution. 
During the LEIS experiments a dynamic equilibrium is assumed but can not be measured. The LEIS signal is 

influenced by the low work function surface, when the Ba fraction is monitored during O.T. A possibility 
would be to monitor the Ba surface fraction using AES. The AES signal is oot influenced by a low work 

function surface. 
It is oot known what effects the ion sputtering bas on theemission current density. Measuring theemission 

befare and after the shielding experiment would gain more insight in this behavior. 
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9. Conclusions and recommendations 

LEIS is very suited to tbe study the dynamic proces on a catbode surface. It applications are twofold. 1) Using 

a low ion dose the surface composition can be studied. 2) While at high ion dose ion bombardment 

simulations can be performed. 

It bas been shown tbat tbe surface composition strongly depends on tbe incident ion flux. To come to a 

quantitative analysis of the bahavior a correction for tbe influence of tbe work function on tbe ion fraction is 

necessary. In all situations where the ion fraction bas to be investigated, it is important to correct for 

channelplates efficiencies, when measering at different primary energies. 

In real TV tubes, catbodes are bombarded witb ionized rest gas, mainly Ar+. 

This environment was simulated by perforrning high dose 3 ke V Ar+ measurements. 

It bas been shown that at low ion fluxes the catbode substrate is better shielded by tbe Ba tben at high fluxes. 

To come to a qualitative shielding factor, more studies are necessary. 
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Appendix A: Micro Channel-Plates 

Microchannel plate 
A microchannel plate (MCP) is an array of 10"- 107 miniature electron multipliers oriented parallel to one 

another [16]. Each channel functions as a channel electron multiplier, relatively independent of adjacent 

channels. Typical channel diameters are in the range 10-100 flm. The channel matrix is usually fabricated 
from a lead glass. Each microchannel wall consists of a secondary electron emissive layer formed on an 

electrically semi-conductive layer. A thin metal electrode on both input and output surfaces electrically 

conneet all channels in parallel. 

Working mechanism 
The microchannel plate is an event amplifier of charged particles. For normal operation, a bias of up to 1000 

volts is applied across the microchannel plate (output positive with respect to input). The bias current flowing 

through the semiconductive layer supplies the electroos necessary to continue the avalanching multiplication 

process. This process, as it would occur in a single channel is illustrated in figure A.1. 
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Secondory 
Electrans 

Chonnel Woll 

figure A. I: A straight channel electron multiplier. 

When a charged partiele is incident at the input of a channel, secondary electroos are generated and 

accelerated down the channel toward the output end. When these electroos strike the channel wall, additional 
secondary electroos are generated. This processis continuously repeated yielding up to 104 electroos at the 

output. 

Suppose theemissive layer of the channel wall bas a emission coefficient Ö. An incident charged partiele 

produces ö secondary electrons. The kinematics are such that Ö2 secondary electroos are produced in the 

second stage, ö3 in the third, etc., so that the overall gain becomes Ö". 

The total gain of an electron multiplier depends on factors such as channel voltage, length to diameter ratio, 
emission coefficient, incident particle, angle of incidence [ 16, 17]. 
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MiniMobis 
The Mini mobis bas a detection contiguration of two channelplates in a stack, as shown in tig A.2. 

collector 

. d c~~;~~~:te 0~ 1111111111111111111111111111 

Figure A.2: Mini Mobis channel plate configuration. 

A incident ion ( charged partiele) is assumed to activate only one single channel multiplier of MCP 1. The 

gained electroos at the end of the channel are due to a bias voltage attracted towards the second MCP. The 
electron cl oud at the rear of MCP 1 activates a number of channel multipliers of MCP 2 according to the 

applied bias voltage, and distance between the two plates. The space charge density in the channel multipliers 
can oot increase continuously. A space charge saturation is reached near the channel output. The channel gain 

is lirnited by the space charge density which itself is defined by the channel geometry and the overall channel 
voltage [16,17] . The phenomenon of space charge saturation and the resulting quasi-Gaussian pulse height 

distribution allows an integral discriminator to be set for event counting. The MCP operating in the pulse 

counting mode, yields a constant amplitude output pulse regardless of input event rate. In other words, the 
count rate versus bias voltage characteristic exhibits a reasonably flat plateau. 

Detection efficiency 
The detection efficiency depends on a large number of things divided into; applied voltages over and between 
the channel plates, channel plate setup and geometrie configuration, type and energy of incorning charged 
particle, angle of incidence with the front electrode. 

The gain influence is rniniaturized when the MCP operate in the space charge saturation region as counting 
mode. In this region, differences in applied voltages are of almast negligible influence. 
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Appendix B: Listing of the computer program 
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n.c Wed Jul 29 12:43:27 1998 1 

IX Program Module: C 

quin.c 

Program to control the movements of the two serve motors 
(Mini Mobis), soit is possible for the ion gun to scan the 
surface of the sample. In genera!, 0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional 
scans can be made. 

cc -Aa -o quin quin.c 

December 1997 

A.uthor T.Janken 

I 

~ie char indent [] ="@(#)quin last update= 17/3/1998"; 
I 

!fine maxvelo 1.7 /** (mm/s) **I 
lfine ace 5.324 !** 
,fine step 0.25 /** 

lfine extratime 0 /** 
fine MAINWIN_HEIGHT 5 
fine MAINWIN_WIDTH 40 
fine MAINWIN_UPPER 0 
fine MAINWIN_LEFT 0 

clude <stdio.h> 
clude <stdlib.h> 
clude <string.h> 
clude <dvio.h> 
clude <curses.h> 
clude <fcntl.h> 
clude <errno.h> 
clude <termios.h> 
c1ude <unistd.h> 
clude <math.h> 

ern Version[]; 
E *xy_line_in, *xy_line_out; 

fd_xy; 

(mm/s2) **I 
(mm) **I 
(sec) **/ 

acc_counts, velo_counts, true, xcounts, ycounts, stepcounts; 
X, Y, number, true, i, input, notreachvelox, notreachveloy; 

at xwidth, ywidth, total_length, Xnumber, cycli; 
at Xmiddle, Ymiddle, Xpos, Ypos; 
at velo, time_tot, time, time_x, time_y, float_trash; 
r menu_input, menu_choice, choice, again, begin, char_trash; 
r sav[20], x_start[20], y_start[20], command[20]; 
DOW *mainwin; 

** Wait **** Wait **** Wait until 11
>" 

d Wait(FILE *line_in, FILE *line_out) 
char c=O; 
while ((c != '>')&&(c != ':')) { 

c=getc ( line_in) ; 

if ( (c=getc (line_in)) != ' ') { 

or 

while ((c != '>')&&(c != ':')) 
c=getc ( line_in); 

c=getc ( line_in) ; 

return; 

appears ****/ 

** Wait **** Wait **** Wait until ">" or "·" appears ****/ 

** Send to Quin **** Send to Quin **** Send to Quin ****/ 
d Send2Quin (char *s) { 

fprintf(xy_line_out,"%s\r",s); 
Wait(xy_line_in,xy_line_out); 

** Send to Quin **** Send to Quin **** Send to Quin ****/ 

** Positionscan **** Positionscan **** Positionscan ****/ 
d Positionscan() 

acc_counts = (ace* 18800); 
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velo_counts = 10000; 
sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
Send2Quin (" " ) ; 
Send2Quin("CH1/ "); 
Send2Quin("CH2/ "); 
Send2Quin ( "CHl/PC"); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2 I PC") ; 
Send2Quin(sav); 
again = •y•; 
while ((again =='y') I I (again =='Y')) { 

Xpos = 15; 
Ypos = 15; 
while (! ((0<=Xpos)&&(Xpos<=13)&&(0<=Ypos)&&(Ypos<=13))) 

printf("\n**** INPUT POSITION INPUT POSITION ****"); 
printf("\nX position (mm) (0-13): "); 

} 

if (!scanf("%f", &Xpos)) { 
scanf ( "%s" , &char_trash) ; 
Xpos = 15; 

printf("Y position (mm) (0-13): "); 
if (! scanf ( "%f", &Ypos)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
Ypos = 15; 

sprintf (x_start, "CH1/MA%d", (-93500+ (int) (Xpos*18800))); 
sprintf (y_start, "CH2/MA%d", (-90000+ (int) (Ypos*18800))); 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
printf ( "Again position ? (y/n): "); 
scanf ( "%s" , &again) ; 

printf ( "\n"); 

** Positionscan **** Positionscan **** Positionscan ****/ 

** Linescan **** Linescan **** Linescan ****/ 
d Linescan () 

choice 'a'; 
while ( (choice == • a •) 11 (choice == 'A')) { 

again = •y•; 

1; 

while ((again =='y') I I (again =='Y')) 
true = 0; 
while (true == 0) { 

printf("\n**** INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT****"); 
printf ( "\nX middle (upper display) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%f", &Xmiddle)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
Xmiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Y middle ( lower display) : "); 
if (!scanf("%f", &Ymiddle)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
Ymiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Width in x direction (mm) : ") ; 
if (! scanf ( "%f", &xwidth)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
xwidth = 30; 

printf ( "Width in y direction (mm) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%f", &ywidth)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
ywidth = 30; 

printf("Scantime (sec): "); 
if (!scanf("%f", &time_tot)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
time_tot = 0; 

if ( (Xmiddle + ( 0. 5*xwidth) > 13) 11 (Ymiddle + ( 0. 5*ywidth) > 13) 11 

(Xmiddle- (0.5*xwidth) < 0 ) 11 (Ymiddle- (0.5*ywidth) < 0 ) 11 

(Xmiddle < 0) 11 (Ymiddle < 0 ) 11 (xwidth < 0 ) 11 (ywidth < 0 ) 11 

(time_ tot <= 0) ) { 
printf ("Input not accepted :try again ! ! ! \n") ; 
true = 0; 

el se 
if ( ( (xwidth O)&&(ywidth != 0)) I I ((xwidth != O)&&(ywidth 0))) t 
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else { 
printf("Input is nota line scan 

true = 0; 
try again ! ! ! \n"); 

if (xwidth 0) xwidth 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 
time_tot = time_tot + extratime; 
time = time_tot + 0.5; 
velo= (xwidth I time_tot); 
notreachvelox = 0; 

ywidth; 

while ((time>= time_tot)&&! (velo>= maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox 
if (xwidth >= (velo* velo I ace)) 

else { 

velo 

time ((xwidth I velo) + (velo I ace)); 

time (2 * sqrt(xwidth I ace)); 
notreachvelox = 1; 

velo + 0.0000050; 

if (velo >= maxvelo) { 
velo = maxvelo 
if (xwidth >= (maxvelo * maxvelo I ace)) 

time= ((xwidth I maxvelo) + (maxvelo I ace)); 
else time= (2 * sqrt(xwidth I ace)); 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 

I**** Status **** Status **** Status ****I 
printf("\n\nSTATUS ****STATUS**** STATUS**** STATUS"); 

0)) { 

printf("\nMiddle sample (x,y): %f %f", Xrniddle, Ymiddle); 
if (ywidth != 0) xwidth = 0; 
printf ( "\nWidth x scan (rnm) : %f", xwidth) ; 
printf ( "\nWidth y scan (rnm) : %f", ywidth) ; 
printf{"\nAcceleration (rnmls2): %f", ace); 
printf("\nTime (sec): %f", time_tot); 
if ((velo< maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox 0)) 

printf ( "\nVeloci ty (rnml s) : %f", velo); 
else { 

if (velo >= maxvelo) 

el se 

printf ( "\nVelocity to high 
printf{"\nMaximurn velocity 
printf("\nOverruled time 

"); 

is set (mmls): %f", maxvelo); 
(sec): %f", time); 

printf ( "\nVelocity 
if (xwidth == 0) 

(mmls): %f" ,velo); 
xwidth = ywidth; 

time = (2 * sqrt(xwidth 
printf{"\nOverruled time 

I ace)); 

I**** Status **** Status **** Status ****I 

(sec): %f", time); 

printf{"\n\n\n**** CHANGE INPUT**** CHANGE INPUT****"); 
printf{"\nDo you want to change your input? (yin):"); 
if ( ! scanf ( "%s", &again)) { 

} 

scanf("%f", &float_trash); 
again = 'n'; 

printf (" \n"); 

acc_counts = (int) (ace * 18800); 
velo_counts = 10000; 

sprintf(sav,"SA%diSV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
sprintf(x_start,"CH11MA%d", (-93500+(int) ((Xrniddle-(xwidthl2))*18800) )) ; 
sprintf (y_start, "CH2 IMA%d", ( -90000+ (int) ( (Ymiddle- (ywidthl2) ) *18800) ) ) ; 

Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin( "CH21 "); 
Send2Quin("CH2IPC"); 
Send2 Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin( "CHll "); 
Send2Quin ( "CHl I PC") ; 
Send2Quin(sav); 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin ( " ") ; 

choice ='r'; 
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while ((choice =='r') I I (choice =='R')) 

velo_counts = (int) (velo* 18800); 
sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
Send2Quin("CH1/ "); 
Send2Quin (sav); 
Send2Quin( "CH2/ "); 
Send2Quin (sav); 

printf ( "\nBEGIN? **** BEGIN? **** BEGIN? **** BEGIN? (y/n): "); 
if (! scanf ( "%s", &begin)) { 

scanf ( "%f", &float_trash); 
begin = 'n'; 

if ((begin!= 'y') && (begin!= 'Y')) 
printf("\n\n"); 
return; 

if (xwidth == 0) xwidth = ywidth; 
xcounts = (int) (xwidth * 18800); 

if (xwidth == ywidth) { 

el se 

sprintf (colliilland, "CH2/MR+%d", xcounts); 
Send2Quin(colliilland); 

sprintf (colliilland, "CH1/MR+%d", xcounts); 
Send2Quin(colliilland); 

/**** SCAN FINISH **** SCAN FINISH ****I 
printf("\n\nTURN OFF ION GUN*** TURN OFF ION GUN*** TURN OFF ION GUN"); 
velo_counts = 10000; 
sprintf ( sav, • SA%dl SV%d" , acc_counts, velo_counts) ; 
Send2Quin ( • CHl I " ) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2 I " ) ; 
Send2 Quin ( "CHl " ) ; 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2" ) ; 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 

printf("\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n\n%s", 
"The following characters can be used for input:", 

r :Repeat same scan.", 
a :Again withother inputs.", 
m :Menu. n, 

"Input: u); 

if (!scanf("%s",&choice)) { 
scanf ( "%f", &float_trash); 
return; 

if ((choice != 'r')&&(choice != 'R')&&(choice != 'a')&&(choice != 'A')) return; 
printf ( "\n"); 

** Linescan **** Linescan **** Linescan ****/ 

** Surfacescan **** Surfacescan **** Surfacescan ****/ 
d Surfacescan() { 

choice = 'a'; 
while ( (choice =='a') 11 (choice == 'A')) { 

again = 'y'; 
while ((again =='y') I I (again =='Y')) 

true = 0; 
while (true == 0) { 

printf("\n**** INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT ****"); 
printf ( "\nX middle (upper display) : ") ; 
if (! scanf ( "%f", &Xmiddle)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
Xmiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Y middle ( lower display) : "); 
if (!scanf("%f", &Ymiddle)) ( 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
Ymiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Width in x direction (Iliill) : ") ; 

if ( ! scanf ( "%f", &xwidth) ) { 
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scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
xwidth = 30; 

printf ( "Width in y direction (mrn) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%f", &ywidth)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
ywidth = 30; 

printf ( "Scantime (sec): "); 
if (! scanf ( "%f", &time_tot)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
time_tot = 0; 

if ((Xmiddle + (0.5*xwidth) > 13) I I (Ymiddle + (0.5*ywidth) > 13) I I 
(Xmiddle - (0.5*xwidthl < o l I I (Ymiddle - (0.5*ywidthl < o l I I 
(Xmiddle < 0) 11 (Ymiddle < 0 ) 11 (xwidth < 0 ) 11 (ywidth < 0 ) 11 
(time_ tot <= 0) ) { 

printf ("Input not accepted :try again ! ! ! \n") ; 
true = 0; 

el se 
if ((xwidth > step)&&(ywidth != 0)) 
else { 

true = 1; 

printf("Input not accepted 
true = 0; 

I**** Sample inputs transfered into counts ****I 
cycli= (xwidth I (2 *step)); 
number = (int) (cycli); 
Xnumber = (xwidth I step); 
X= (int) (Xnumber); 
Y=(X+1); 
I**** Sample inputs transfered into counts ****I 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 
total_length = ((ywidth*Y)+(step*X)); 
time_tot = time_tot + extratime; 
time = time_tot + 0.5; 
velo= (total_lengthltime_tot); 
notreachvelox = 0; notreachveloy = 0; 

: try again ! ! ! \n"); 

while ((time>= time_tot)&&! (velo>= maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox + notreachveloy != 2)) { 
if (ywidth >= (velo* velo I ace)) 

else { 

} 

time_y ((ywidth I velo) + (velo I ace)); 

time_y (2 * sqrt(ywidth I ace)); 
notreachveloy = 1; 

if (step>= (velo* velo I ace)) 

else { 

time 
velo 

time_x ((step I velo) + (velo I ace)); 

time_x (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 
notreachvelox = 1; 

((Y*time_y) + (X*time_x)); 
velo + 0.0000050; 

if (velo >= maxvelo) { 
velo = maxvelo 
if (ywidth >= (maxvelo * maxvelo I ace)) 

time_y = ((ywidth I maxvelo) + (maxvelo I ace)); 
else time_y = (2 * sqrt(ywidth I ace)); 
if (step>= (maxvelo * maxvelo I ace)) 

time_x = ((step I maxvelo) + (maxvelo I ace)); 
else time_x = (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 
time= ((Y*time_y) + (X*time_x)); 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 

I**** Status **** Status **** Status ****I 
printf("\n\nSTATUS ****STATUS**** STATUS**** STATUS"); 
printf("\nMiddle sample (x,y): %f %f", Xmiddle, Ymiddle); 
printf ( "\nWidth x scan (mrn) : %f", X* step) ; 
printf ( "\nWidth y scan (mrn) : %f", ywidth); 
printf (" \nScanstep (mrn): %f", step); 
printf ( "\nAcceleration (mrnl s2) : %f", ace) ; 
printf("\nTime (sec): %f", time_tot); 
if ((velo< maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox + notreachveloy != 2)) 

printf("\nVelocity (mrnls): %f", velo); 
else { 
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if (velo >= maxvelo) 
"); printf ( "\nVeloci ty to high 

printf("\nMaximum velocity 
printf("\nOverruled time 

is set (mmls): %f", maxvelo); 
(sec): %f",time); 

el se 
printf ( "\nVelocity (mmls): %f" ,velo); 
time_y = (2 * sqrt(ywidth I ace)); 
time_x = (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 
time= ((X*time_x) + (Y*time_y)); 
printf("\nOverruled time (sec): %f",time); 

I**** Status **** Status **** Status ****/ 

printf("\n\n\n**** CHANGE INPUT**** CHANGE INPUT****"); 
printf("\nDo you want to change your input? (yin): "); 
if (!scanf("%s", &again)) { 

scanf("%f", &float_trash); 
again = 'n'; 

printf ( "\n"); 

ycounts = (int) (ywidth * 18800); 
stepcounts = (int) (step* 18800); 
acc_counts = (int) (ace* 18800); 
ve1o_counts = 10000; 

sprintf (sav, "SA%diSV%d", acc_counts, velo_counts); 
sprintf(x_start,"CH11MA%d", (-93500+(int) ((Xmiddle-(xwidth/2))*18800))}; 
sprintf(y_start,"CH21MA%d", (-90000+(int) ((Ymiddle-(ywidth12))*18800))); 

Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin("CH21 "); 
Send2Quin ( "CH2/PC"); 
Send2Quin(sav); 
Send2Quin( "CH11 "); 
Send2Quin( "CH1/PC"); 
Send2Quin(sav); 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin ( " " ) ; 

choice ='r'; 
while ((choice =='r') I I (choice =='R')) 

velo_counts = (int) (velo* 18800); 
sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
Send2Quin ( "CH1 I ") ; 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin("CH2/ "); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 

printf ( "\nBEGIN? **** BEGIN? **** BEGIN? **** BEGIN? (y/n): "); 
if (!scanf("%s",&begin)) { 

scanf ( "%f", &float_trash) ; 
begin = 'n'; 

if ((begin!= 'y') && (begin!= 'Y')) { 
printf ( "\n\n"); 
return; 

for i=O; i<number; ++i) { 
sprintf (command, "CH2/MR+%d" ,ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
sprintf(command,"CH1/MR+%d",stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(command); 

sprintf (command, "CH2/MR+%d" ,ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
if (((number * 2) <X) && (number != 0)) 

sprintf(command, "CH1/MR+%d",stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 

/**** SCAN FINISH **** SCAN FINISH ****/ 
printf("\n\nTURN OFF ION GUN*** TURN OFF ION GUN*** TURN OFF ION GUN"); 
velo_counts = 10000; 
sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
Send2Quin( "CHl/ "); 
Send2Quin("CH2/ "); 
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Send2Quin ( "CH1"); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2"); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin (" ") ; 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin (" "); 

7 

printf("\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n\n%s", 
"The following characters can be used for input:", 

r :Repeat sarne scan.", 
a :Again withother inputs.", 
m :Menu.", 

"Input: "); 
if (!scanf("%s",&choice)) { 

scanf ( "%f", &float_trash); 
return; 

if ((choice != 'r')&&(choice != 'R')&&(choice != 'a')&&(choice != 'A')) return; 
printf ( "\n"); 

** Surfacescan **** Surfacescan **** Surfacescan ****/ 

** Infinite repeat scan Infinite repeat scan Infinite repeat scan ****/ 
d Infinitescan() { 

again ='y'; 
while ((again=='y') 11 (again=='Y')) { 

true = 0; 
whi1e (true == 0) { 

printf{"\n**** INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT****"); 
printf ( "\nX middle (upper display) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%f", &Xmiddle)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
Xmiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Y middle (lower display) : "); 
if (!scanf("%f", &Ymiddle)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
Ymiddle = 15; 

printf ( "Width in x direction (mm) ") ; 
printf ( "\nX width 0 is allowed : ") ; 
if (! scanf ( "%f", &xwidth)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
xwidth = 30; 

printf ( "Width in y direction (mm) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%f", &ywidth)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash); 
ywidth = 30; 

printf ( "Scantime (sec): "); 
if (!scanf("%f", &time_tot)) { 

scanf ( "%s", &char_trash) ; 
time_tot = 0; 

} 
if ( (Xmiddle + (0.5*xwidth) > 13) 11 (Ymiddle + (0.5*ywidth) > 13) 11 

(Xmiddle - (0.5*xwidth) < 0 ) 11 (Ymidd1e- (0.5*ywidth) < 0 ) 11 

(Xmiddle < 0) 11 (Ymiddle < 0 ) 11 (xwidth < 0 ) I I (ywidth < 0 ) 11 

(time_tot <= 0)) { 
printf ("Input not accepted : try again ! ! ! \n"); 

el se 

true = 0; 

if (ywidth != 0) 

else { 
true = 1; 

printf("Input not accepted 
true = 0; 

/**** Sample inputs transfered into counts ****I 
cycli= (xwidth I (2 *step)); 
number = (int) (cycli); 
Xnumber = (xwidth I step); 
X (int) (Xnumber); 
Y=(X+l); 

:try again ! ! ! \n" ) ; 
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I**** Sample inputs transfered into counts ****I 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 
total_length = ((ywidth*Y)+(step*X)); 
time_tot = time_tot + extratime; 
time = time_tot + 0.5; 
velo= (total_lengthltime_tot); 
notreachvelox = 0; notreachveloy = 0; 
while ((time>= time_tot)&&! (velo>= maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox + notreachveloy != 2)) { 

if (ywidth >= (velo* velo I ace)) 

else { 
time_y ((ywidth I velo) + (velo I ace)); 

time_y (2 * sqrt(ywidth I ace)); 
notreachveloy 1; 

if (X==O) { time_x = 0; notreachvelox = 1; 
else { 

if (step>= (velo* velo I ace)) 
time_x ((step I velo) + (velo I ace)); 

else { 
time_x (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 
notreachvelox = 1; 

time 
velo 

((X*time_x) + (Y*time_y)); 
velo + 0.0000050; 

if (velo >= maxvelo) { 
velo = maxvelo; 
if (ywidth >= (maxvelo * maxvelo I ace)) 

time_y = ((ywidth I maxvelo) + (maxvelo I ace)); 
else time_y = (2 * sqrt(ywidth I ace)); 
if (X==O) time_x = 0; 
else { 

if (step>= (maxvelo * maxvelo I ace)) 
time_x = ((step I maxvelo) + (maxvelo I ace)); 

else time_x = (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 

time ( (X*time_x) + (Y*time_y)); 

I**** Calculate scanspeed ****I 

I**** Status **** Status **** Status ****I 
printf("\n\nSTATUS ****STATUS**** STATUS**** STATUS"); 
printf("\nMiddle sample (x,y): %f %f", Xmiddle, Ymiddle); 
printf("\nWidth x scan (mm): %f", X*step); 
printf ( "\nWidth y scan (mm) : %f", ywidth) ; 
printf (" \nScanstep (mm): %f", step); 
printf ( "\nAcceleration (mml s2) : %f", ace) ; 
printf ( "\nTime per scan (sec): %f", time_tot); 
if ((velo< maxvelo)&&(notreachvelox + notreachveloy != 2)) 

printf{"\nVelocity (mmls): %f", velo); 
else { 

if (velo >= maxvelo) 
printf("\nVelocity to high 
printf("\nMaximum velocity is 
printf{"\nOverruled time 

el se 

set (mmls): 
(sec): 

")i 
%f", maxvelo); 
%f", time); 

printf("\nVelocity (mmls): %f",velo); 
time_y = (2 * sqrt(ywidth ace)); 
if (X==O) time_x = 0; 
else time_x = (2 * sqrt(step I ace)); 
time= ((X*time_x) + (Y*time_y)); 
printf ( "\nOverruled time per scan (sec) : %f", time); 

printf("\nScanmode : Infinite repeat scan"); 
!**** Status **** Status **** Status ****/ 

printf("\n\n\n**** CHANGE INPUT**** CHANGE INPUT****"); 
printf ( "\nDo you want to change your input? (y /n) : ") ; 
if (!scanf("%s", &again)) { 

scanf("%f", &float_trash); 
again = 'n'; 

printf (" \n"); 

ycounts = (int) (ywidth * 18800); 
stepcounts = (int) (step* 18800); 
acc_counts = (int) (ace * 18800); 
velo_counts = 10000; 
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sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 
sprintf(x_start,"CH1/MA%d", (-93500+(int) ((Xmiddle-(xwidth/2))*18800))); 
sprintf (y_start, "CH2/MA%d", (-90000+ (int) ( (Ymiddle- (ywidth/2)) *18800))); 

Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin("CH1/ "); 
Send2Quin( "CH2/ "); 
Send2Quin("CH1/PC/CH2/PC/CH1"); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2" ) ; 
Send2Quin(sav); 
Send2Quin(x_start); 
Send2Quin(" "); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin (" ") ; 

velo counts = (int) (velo* 18800); 
sprintf(sav,"SA%d/SV%d",acc_counts, velo_counts); 

Send2Quin( "CH1/ "); 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 
Send2Quin ( "CH2 I ") ; 
Send2Quin ( sav) ; 

printf("\nBEGIN? ****BEGIN?**** BEGIN?**** BEGIN? (y/n): "); 
if (! scanf ( "%s", &begin)) { 

scanf ( "%f", &float_trash) ; 
begin = 'n'; 

} 

if ((begin != 'y') && (begin != 'Y')) { 
printf ( "\n\n"); 
return; 

initscr(); 
nonl (); 
mainwin=newwin( MAINWIN_HEIGHT, MAINWIN_WIDTH, MAINWIN_UPPER, MAINWIN_LEFT ); 
idlok( mainwin, TRUE ); 
scrollok( mainwin, TRUE ); 
werase( rnainwin ); 
leaveok( mainwin, TRUE ); 
nodelay( mainwin, TRUE ); 
move(O,O); 
clrtobot(); 
wprintw(mainwin, "When key pressed: \n"); 
wprintw(mainwin,"Infinite scan will stop at position:\n"); 
wprintw(mainwin,"%f; %f\n", (Xmiddle-(xwidth/2)), (Ymiddle-(ywidth/2))); 
wrefresh(mainwin); 
input = 0; 

if (X==O) { 
do { 

sprintf ( command, "CH2 /MR+%d", ycounts) ; 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 

} while (wgetch(mainwin) == -1); endwin(); 

el se 
do { 

for ( i=O; i<number ; ++i) { 
sprintf(command,"CH2/MR+%d",ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
sprintf(command, "CH1/MR+%d",stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(command); 

sprintf(command,"CH2/MR+%d",ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
if ( (number * 2) < X) { 

el se 

sprintf (command, "CH1/MR+%d", stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
for ( i=O; i<number; ++i) { 

sprintf(command, "CH1/MR-%d",stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
sprintf (command, "CH2/MR+%d" ,ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
sprintf(command, "CH1/MR-%d",stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 

Send2Quin(x_start); 

for (i=1; i<number; ++i) { 
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sprintf (command, "CH1/MR-%d", stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(command); 
sprintf (command, "CH2/MR+%d" ,ycounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 

sprintf (command, "CH1/MR-%d", stepcounts); 
Send2Quin(command); 
Send2Quin(y_start); 
Send2Quin(x_start); 

whi1e (wgetch(mainwin) == -1); 

endwin(); 

open_port ( ) ; 
menu_choice = 'm'; 
whi1e (menu_choice == 'm') { 

/**** Menu Menu Menu Menu Menu ****/ 
printf("\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n\n%s", 

11 **** MENU**** MENU**** MENU****", 
"The fo11owing characters can be used for input:", 

p :0 dim. scan at Position (x,y) .", 
1 :1 dim. Line scan.", 
s :2 dim. Surface scan.", 
i :2 dim. Infinite repeat scan.", 
q :Quit this program.", 

"Input: "); 
if (! scanf ( "%s", &menu_input)) { 

scanf ( "%f", &f1oat_trash); 

printf("\n"); 
/**** Menu Menu Menu Menu Menu ****/ 

if ( (menu_input 'p') 11 (menu_input 
if ((menu_input '1') I I (menu_input 
if ((menu_input 's') I I (menu_input 
if ((menu_input 'i') I I (menu_input 
if ((menu_input 'q') I I (menu_input 

c1ose_port(); 
menu_choice = 'q'; 

'P')) 

'L')) 
'S')) 

'I')) 

'Q')) 

Pos i tienscan () ; 
Linescan () ; 
Surfacescan(); 
In fini te scan ( ) ; 
{ 


